January 5, 2022
Sundar Pichai
CEO
Google LLC
1600 Amphitheatre Parkway
Mountain View, CA 94043
Dear Mr. Pichai:
We write regarding Google’s ongoing attempts to strip Assistant Attorney General
Jonathan Kanter of his authority to enforce antitrust law. Two months ago, Google sent a letter to
the Department of Justice (DOJ) arguing for Mr. Kanter’s recusal from all matters involving
Google, claiming that his extensive experience opposing Google in past antitrust matters should,
paradoxically, disqualify him from representing the federal government on such matters.1 These
efforts to bully regulators and avoid accountability—which are similar to those of Facebook and
Amazon earlier this year 2—are untethered to federal ethics law and regulations, and we urge you
to cease them immediately. Google should focus on complying with antitrust law rather than
attempting to rig the system with these unseemly tactics.
On November 18, 2021, Mr. Kanter was sworn in as Assistant Attorney General for the
Department of Justice’s Antitrust Division.3 His nomination followed a 20-year career as an
antitrust expert,4 and his confirmation garnered broad-based and bipartisan support.5 A coalition
of progressive organizations, labor unions, consumer-rights advocacy groups, and nine former
heads of the Antitrust Division (representing every presidential administration from Gerald Ford
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to Donald Trump) wrote letters on his behalf.6 The Senate Judiciary Committee promptly
advanced his nomination via voice vote, and the full Senate confirmed Mr. Kanter by a vote of
68-29, including the support of 20 Republican Senators.7
But on the day after Mr. Kanter took his oath of office, Google sent a five-page letter to
the Department of Justice attempting to bully Mr. Kanter into recusal from “any litigation or
investigations against Google.”8 The letter distorts federal ethics requirements, improperly
claiming that because Mr. Kanter has worked to enforce antitrust law against Google in the past,
he cannot do so on behalf of the federal government now.9
Google is right to fear that the company may have run afoul of federal antitrust law and
that more aggressive enforcement from effective regulators could affect the company’s
operations and bottom line. Over the past two years, federal and state officials have filed a
plethora of lawsuits against Google regarding alleged anticompetitive and exclusionary practices,
such as manipulating the online advertising market,10 rigging auctions for online
advertisements,11 abusing its monopoly power to maintain its position in the search market,12 and
misusing its control over the Android app store.13
But the company’s attempts to force Mr. Kanter off current and future cases are
misguided and reflect what appears to be a willful misunderstanding and misrepresentation of
federal ethics mandates. Federal ethics law and regulations require that individuals recuse
themselves if (1) they have a direct financial interest in a particular matter involving specific
parties, 14 (2) if a former employer or client he has provided services to within the previous two
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years is a party or represents a party in a particular matter,15 or (3) if “a reasonable person with
knowledge of the relevant facts [would] question his impartiality.” 16 None of these standards
require Mr. Kanter’s recusal in matters related to Google. First, there is no evidence whatsoever
that Mr. Kanter’s work involving Google at the DOJ would affect his “financial interest.”17
Second, Mr. Kanter has never represented either Google or the United States, the two parties that
would be involved in any “particular matter” involving action by the federal government against
the company.18 Third, although Google as a corporation with a clear financial interest in weak
antitrust enforcement appears to be willing to question Mr. Kanter’s impartiality, there is no
basis for a reasonable person to do so given that Mr. Kanter’s prior work has aligned with the
federal government’s interest in robust enforcement of antitrust law. 19 Google’s logic would
neuter federal enforcement activity; for example, a civil-rights litigator at the Department of
Justice would be required to recuse herself from cases against states notorious for votersuppression efforts if the litigator had previously opposed those same suppression tactics.20 This
interpretation turns federal ethics laws—designed to prevent government officials from working
against the government interest for private gain21—upside down.
Mr. Kanter is eminently qualified to lead the Department of Justice’s Antitrust Division,
and it is unfair and inappropriate of your company to question his impartiality. If Google is
serious about ending conflicts of interest in Washington, it can demonstrate its sincerity by
supporting legislation, like the Anti-Corruption and Public Integrity Act,22 to strengthen federal
ethics requirements. Otherwise, your efforts to sideline key federal regulators—like similar
actions by Facebook and Amazon—simply serve as further evidence that you will go to all
lengths to ward off necessary scrutiny of your immense market power. We urge you to cease
these actions and allow federal officials to do their jobs and enforce federal antitrust law.
Thank you for your attention to this important matter.

Sincerely,
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___________________________
Elizabeth Warren
United States Senator

___________________________
Pramila Jayapal
Member of Congress
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